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All wood is sent to recycle - Bio-mass boiler for heating or
wood chipping

Pallets are diverted from landfill and reused or directed to
treatment facilities

All scrap metals are collected andrecycled

Foam insulation is recycled into granulated pellets and used
for oil absorbents

Mixed plastics are sent for recycle

Our aim is to reduce general waste and divert as
much waste from landfill to treatment facilities or
reuse where possible

We’re doing our bit too...

Office documents and papers are shredded and used as
recycled packaging for spare parts & components

Cardboard and paper recycling - cardboard and paper is
segregated and collected at regular intervals and diverted
to paper mills for reuse

Office consumables such as toner cartridges are
collected and sent for recycling

Boardroom notepads made from recycled stationery and
pencils from recycled vending cups

Staff are also encouraged to consider the amount of
energy used - all photocopiers, IT equipment and lighting
reverts to energy saving mode when not in use and turned
off over night or when not in use

Gasket retainer and breaker strip off-cuts are returned to supplier for
reuse

Scrap panels are recycled and reused (positive value waste stream)

Cabinets are recycled and reused (positive value waste stream)

We work in partnership with our suppliers encouraging reusable
packaging - e.g. we asked gasket suppliers to reduce the amount of
cardboard waste and they now deliver on hanging rails which are
collected and returned to the depot weekly reducing our cardboard
waste dramatically

We now produce all our literature using environmentally friendly methods, through a reputable print works who consider the
environment when printing and using chlorine free 50:50 or 100% recycled FSC approved paper stock from an ISO14001 supplier.
We have reduced the amount of printing by half and now offer all documents as a downloadable PDF to reduce unnecessary
wastage



greenlogic Williams in focus

from concept to creation to customer

up to 20% energy reduction

100% seal magnetic balloon gaskets
& self closing doors

low energy lighting - upto 50,000 hrs
illumination - less energy required

Benefits in summary...

Reduces carbon footprint

Zero ozone depletion potential

Minimal heat and noise output

Williams Refrigeration recognises
the ever increasing need to
safeguard the environment at the
same time as providing customers
with efficient and effective refriger-
ation and energy saving solutions.

Industry leading Design Team

Active Members of CEDA, CESA and FCSI

Latest computer aided technology

- 3D CAD & CAM design suite

- CFD modelling

Customer lead solutions - bespoke creations

tailored to customers needs

Energy driven design - bringing cost and energy

savings to the customer at every opportunity
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Hydrocarbon and Glycol Secondary Refrigeration

alternatives - environmental and cost saving benefits

CoolSmart, intelligent, controllers delivering upto 20%

energy reduction

Coated evaporator coils for longer life, optimised

performance and hygiene

High performance leak testing and temperature

controlled monitoring chambers

New, precision injected, Low Global Warming Potential

foam insulation - maximum thermal properties

Easy clean, longer life magnetic balloon gaskets -

secure tight seal to ensure temperature maintained

Throughout the manufacture and pro-
duction process we strive to minimise
waste and reduce our environmental
impact.

using the latest technoloy we reduce
our energy consumption and deliver
the performance custoemrs demand

Our product is 99% recyclable and reusable

Designed for even the hottest environments - operate

efficiently and effectively in 43°C ambient

Energy saving advice when selecting equipment and

location - site specific, proven financial benefits for

your kitchen

Range of products available for lower heights ceilings

(ideal for listed buildings) and environments where

space is limted - reducing heat emissions and

maximising work areas

All our products are focused around
the end user and their changing
needs. We bring together our
engineering expertise and cost
saving technology through a duty-of-
care, providing the complete solution
for chefs, caterers, carers and
consultants around the world.

Site survey, specification, design,
production, delivery & installation
followed up with full after sales
maintenance & warranty packages.

Glycol Secondary Refrigeration

ECA accrediited

Registered Safe Disposal Scheme
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